Fibroid arising in a mullerian duct remnant presenting as a pelvic mass-sonographic diagnosis with magnetic resonance imaging correlation
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INTRODUCTION

Mullerian agenesis is a rare congenital anomaly characterized as aplasia or hypoplasia of uterus in women with normal development of secondary sex characteristics. Presence of leiomyoma in mullerian agenesis is very rare and only few cases have been reported in the literature. Ultrasound and MRI showed a large soft tissue mass in right adnexal region. A provisional diagnosis of mullerian agenesis associated with two pelvic masses was made. Histopathology confirmed the diagnosis of leiomyoma.
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INTRODUCTION

Mullerian agenesis is a rare congenital anomaly characterized as aplasia or hypoplasia of uterus in women with normal development of secondary sex characteristics. It affects 1 in 4000-5000 female births. It is a cause of primary amenorrhoea; second in frequency only to gonadal dysgenesis.

Presence of leiomyoma in mullerian agenesis is very rare and only few cases have been reported in the literature. Here we report a patient of mullerian agenesis with large leiomyoma originating from both horns of rudimentary uterus.

CASE REPORT

A 35-year-old married nullipara presented with a large pelvic mass. She had noticed a lump in the abdomen for the past 2 years. She gave a vague history of menarche and irregular and scanty menstruation.
Trans-abdominal ultrasonography showed a large well-defined heterogeneous mass in the pelvis extending into the lower abdomen. Uterus and ovaries could not be visualized separately from the mass on sonography (Figure 1).

On Magnetic resonance imaging, a large well-defined low signal intensity mass with few central high signal intensity areas was seen in right adnexal region on T2W TSE images. It measured 18.7×14.2×10 cm in size. Another small low to intermediate signal intensity mass measuring 4.7×4.2×3.3 cm in size was seen in left adnexal region. Only remnant of uterus was seen on MRI. Bilateral ovaries and fallopian tubes were also absent. (Figure 2-4).

With a provisional diagnosis of mullerian agenesis associated with two pelvic masses, she was taken up for a laparotomy. On opening the abdomen through a midline vertical incision, small remnant of uterus was seen with a large mass arising from the right cornual horn of the rudimentary uterus and another small mass arising from left cornal horn. Both the pelvic masses along with rudimentary uterus were removed and were sent for histopathological examination. She had an uneventful recovery and was discharged on the 7th postoperative day.

On gross examination of the histopathology specimen shows a large globular soft tissue mass measuring 20×15×10 cm. On one side it was attached to fallopian tube along with ovary measuring 5×2.5×0.5 cm in size with fallopian tube measuring 5 cm in length. Cut section of ovary is partly solid partly cystic. Other side shows nodular projection measuring 5×3.5×1 cm in size. On cut

**Figure 1:** A large well-defined heterogeneous mass was seen in the pelvis extending into the lower abdomen showing minimal central vascularity on CFI.

**Figure 2:** (A) T2W TSE and T1W TSE axial images shows a large relatively well-defined mass in the pelvis appearing hypointense on (B) T2W images and isointense on T1W images.

**Figure 3:** T2W TSE axial images shows a small low to intermediate signal intensity mass in left adnexal region.

**Figure 4:** T2W SPAIR sagittal images shows (A) large well-defined low intensity masses with few central hyperintense areas as shown by the arrow suggesting central cystic degeneration (B) both the pelvis masses.

**Figure 5:** Histopathogy slide showed multiple whorls of spindle shaped cells.
section of globular soft tissue mass are seen areas of hemorrhage, necrosis and solid areas showing whorled appearance. Cut section of the nodular projection is grey white and shows whorled appearance.

Histological examination revealed dissecting bundles of spindle shaped cells s/o leiomyoma (Figure 5).

**DISCUSSION**

Mullerian agenesis is a rare disorder described as aplasia or hypoplasia of uterus and vagina due to early arrest in development of Mullerian duct. The incidence reported is one in 4000-5000 female births. Müllerian agenesis is the second most common cause of primary amenorrhoea after gonadal dysgenesis. Women with this syndrome are characterized by presence of 46 XX karyotype, normal female secondary sex characters, normal ovarian functions and underdeveloped vagina. In addition, women with Mullerian agenesis may have renal, skeletal, hearing and cardiac anomalies.

Presence of leiomyoma in mullerian agenesis is very rare and only few cases have been reported in the literature. Here we report a patient of mullerian agenesis with a large leiomyoma originating from the rudimentary uterus.

The female reproductive system develops from two embryologic structures-mullerian ducts and urogenital sinus (UGS). The mullerian ducts are mesodermal in origin and UGS is endodermal in origin. The development of the urinary system is closely related to the reproductive system; hence its anomalies are also associated with reproductive system abnormalities. Both male and female embryos, at 6 weeks of development, have two sets of paired genital ducts- the paramesonephric (mullerian) ducts (PMDs) and the mesonephric (wolfian) ducts (MDs). The paired PMDs, initially separated by a septum, fuse and form a Y-shaped structure, uterovaginal primordium (UVP). The UVP and UGS thereafter differentiate to form the female reproductive system.

Mullerian duct anomalies have been estimated to occur in approximately 3% of women. As many as 25% of women with Mullerian duct anomalies have reproductive problems as compared with only 10% of general female population.

The American fertility society (AFS) classification, based on uterine anomalies, is most commonly used to classify Mullerian duct anomalies. Anomalies of vagina, tubes and urinary tracts are described as associated malformations. This classification system comprises seven classes-I, uterine hypoplasia and agenesis; II, unicornuate uterus; III, uterus didelphys; IV, bicornuate uterus; V, septate uterus; VI, arcuate uterus; VII, diethylstilbestrol (DES)-related anomalies.

Incidence of leiomyoma of uterus is very high in the general female population. But only few cases of leiomyoma have been reported in women with mullerian agenesis. Beechman et al reported the first case of myoma in association with Mayer Rokitansky Kuster Hauser syndrome in 1977. Baker et al reported another case of fibroid arising in a mullerian duct remnant and presenting as a pelvic mass in a patient with vaginal agenesis.

Hsu et al described a case of mullerian duct leiomyoma, which was misdiagnosed as ovarian neoplasm, and after surgical removal and histopathology proved to be fibroid.

In 2012, Fletcher et al reported two cases of mullerian duct remnant leiomyoma with Mayer Rokitansky Kuster Hauser syndrome; first case presented with acute abdominal pain and found to have a twisted adnexal mass alongwith a mullerian remnant leiomyoma.

Recently Rawat et al reported a case of large leiomyoma in a woman with Mayer Rokitansky Kuster Hauser syndrome. There are only 12 such reported cases in the existing medical literature.

The etiopathogenesis of leiomyoma from smooth muscle cells of normal uterus is not known. Their growth has been associated with genetic predisposition, hormones and few growth factors. Leiomyomas of uterus are estrogen dependent tumours. As the proximal ends of mullerian ducts have smooth muscles, the presence of myoma in a case of mullerian agenesis is a theoretical possibility. The possible reason for this uncommon occurrence could be a decreased concentration or sensitivity of the estrogen receptors or a lesser genetic predisposition for the clonal chromosomal abnormalities that are observed in women with normal uterus with leiomyomas. However, the exact etiopathogenesis of leiomyoma from the rudimentary uterus in mullerian agenesis is not known.

Diagnosis of Mullerian agenesis is delayed till late puberty. In Mullerian agenesis patients usually complain of primary amenorrhea, infertility and pelvic pain. First diagnostic modality is USG in such patients. On USG examination, leiomyomas are hypoechoic or heterogeneous masses. Cystic component with internal echogenic material may be seen in the leiomyomas due to cystic degeneration with necrosis or haemorrhage, like in our case. Calcifications may be seen as hyperechoic foci. Uterus and ovaries may not be seen in patients with a large pelvic mass. CT and MRI are very useful in the diagnosis of mullerian agenesis with leiomyoma and in providing road-map for surgery, latter being very sensitive and specific. On computed tomography (CT), leiomyomas are well circumscribed masses iso- to hypodense to myometrium and show variable
enhancement patterns. Cystic areas and calcifications may be seen. MRI has nearly 100% accuracy in diagnosis of mullerian duct anomalies because of its excellent soft tissue resolution.\textsuperscript{16} Uterus and vagina are best evaluated on T2-weighted sagittal and axial MR images.

However, diagnostic laparoscopy is the gold standard for definitive diagnosis of mullerian agenesis.\textsuperscript{17} MRI is also very useful and accurate in diagnosis and characterization of pelvic masses. On MRI, leiomyomas show low to intermediate signal intensity compared to myometrium on T1 and T2-weighted images. Cystic areas are hyperintense on T2-weighted image.

Differential diagnosis of leiomyoma of rudimentary uterus in mullerian agenesis includes ovarian fibroma, gastrointestinal stromal tumour (GIST) of intestine and extravesical leiomyoma of urinary bladder.

Treatment for patients of mullerian agenesis with leiomyoma is myomectomy or hysterectomy and vaginal reconstruction (vaginoplasty).

Psychological counselling is important to emphasize the fertility potential, though most patients may never become pregnant, but still they can become a mother with surrogate pregnancy.

**CONCLUSION**

In this case report, we described a case of mullerian agenesis with leiomyoma originating from both horns of rudimentary uterus and role of imaging in diagnosis and planning of surgery.
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